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ABSTRACT
Objective The mechanisms underlying type 2 diabetes
resolution after Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB) are
unclear. We suspected that glucose excretion may occur
in the small bowel based on observations in humans.
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organoids, resulting in a greater capacity for glucose
uptake via GLUT1 overexpression and sequestration in
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INTRODUCTION

Since the serendipitous finding that type 2 diabetes
is improved through Roux-
en-
Y gastric bypass
(RYGB) more than three decades ago,1 2 multicentre
trials have revealed that gastric bypass is the most
effective method to treat type 2 diabetes mellitus in

Significance of this study
What is already known on this subject?

►► Patients with type 2 diabetes experience a rapid

improvement in serum glucose within months
of Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB).
►► Known mechanisms for serum glucose
improvement after gastric bypass have been
attributed to anatomical, gut physiological and
endocrinological changes.
►► In rodent models, intestinal hypertrophy and
increased glycolysis have been shown in the
common limb (CL) as well as alimentary limb
after RYGB.
►► Changes in intestinal glycolysis after
gastrectomy have been identified using
18
F-fluoro-2-deoxyglucose (FDG) positron
emission tomography/CT (PET/CT), which were
reported to be correlated with weight loss and
improvement in serum glucose levels.

obese patients.3 4 However, the mechanisms underlying the rapid resolution of serum glucose levels
after bariatric surgery remain unclear, and a pharmacological agent that can mimic this effect has not
yet been identified.
18
F-fluoro-2-deoxyglucose (FDG) positron emission tomography/CT (PET/CT) in post-gastrectomy
patients shows changes in intestinal glycolysis, which
are associated with a reduction in the serum glucose
level5 and weight loss.6 Furthermore, we clinically
observed that small intestine glycolysis migrates, as
revealed by repeated PET/CT scans performed on
the same day. Based on these findings, we hypothesised that serum glucose may be excreted into the
small intestine, which might contribute to the rapid
improvement of glucose homeostasis after bariatric
surgery.
To test this hypothesis, we first evaluated whether
serum glucose is excreted into the intestinal lumen
after RYGB in an obese, diabetic rat model. We then
targeted areas of increased glycolysis in the intestine and evaluated the activated signalling pathways in comparison with areas of low glycolysis
and sham-operated intestine. Lastly, we mimicked
the glucose-excretion effect of RYGB by pharmaceutical administration of amphiregulin (AREG),
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Significance of this study
What are the new findings?

►► mRNA analysis of areas of increased glycolysis in the CL

showed glucose transporter 1 (GLUT1) and amphiregulin
(AREG) overexpression in RYGB rats.
14
►► Intravenously injected FDG and C-glucose were detected in
the lumen of the CL in RYGB rats, which suggests that serum
glucose is excreted into the intestinal lumen after RYGB.
►► The AREG/EGFR/mTOR/AKT/GLUT1 signal transduction
pathway was confirmed in intestinal cells, which resulted
in GLUT1 overexpression and sequestration in apical and
basolateral membranes.
►► Intraluminal GLUT1 inhibitor administration reduced the
RYGB-induced effects of glucose homeostasis improvement.
►► Systemic and intraluminal AREG administration mimicked
the RYGB-induced glucose-lowering effect in obese and
hyperglycaemic mice.
►► Our study shows that serum glucose is excreted into the
intestinal lumen after RYGB, and this phenotype is mimicked
after AREG administration.
How might it impact on clinical practice in the foreseeable
future?
►► Our results suggest that the intestine may be a conduit for
serum glucose loss via intestinal glucose excretion, which
may be a potential novel target for improving systemic
glucose homeostasis.

which was found to be overexpressed after RYGB. We confirmed
the contribution of glucose transporter 1 (GLUT1) expression
and sequestration in the small intestine by locally administering
a GLUT1 inhibitor. In addition, we evaluated whether this effect
could be observed in post-RYGB human specimens as well as in
a small cohort of clinical post-gastrectomy diabetic patients and
investigated the association between improvement in the HbA1c
level and FDG uptake in the small intestine.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Detailed descriptions are provided in the Supplemental Methods.
All animal experiments and animal care were performed in
accordance with the guidelines of and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the Severance
Hospital, Seoul, Republic of Korea (IACUC approval no:
2016-0041).

Establishment of the bariatric surgery animal model

High-fat diet (HFD)-induced obesity (DIO) male Otsuka Long-
Evans Tokushima fatty (OLETF) rats underwent either RYGB
or sham surgery. The oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT)
was performed 1 month after surgery and FDG μPET was
performed the next day after fasting overnight. The μPET scan
was performed 1 hour after intravenous FDG injection. Immediately after μPET, the rats were sacrificed and the intestines
were excised en bloc. The limbs were then flushed with phosphate buffered saline (PBS), and PBS washings were collected
for gamma counting to quantify the amount of FDG excreted
into the intestinal lumen. Autoradiography images of the post-
wash intestines were acquired to identify areas of high glycolytic
rates within the intestinal wall. Blood samples were obtained
immediately before euthanasia and were evaluated for changes
in hormone levels.
2

To determine glucose excretion into the intestinal lumen as
well as the contribution of each limb in serum glucose intestinal
excretion, we repeated the RYGB/sham experiments using DIO
SD rats with the following two modifications: a mixture of FDG
and 14C-glucose was intravenously injected immediately after
ligating each limb at the anastomosis site (illustration in online
supplemental figure S1A), and the radioactivity of both FDG and
14
C-glucose in the intraluminal washings 1 hour after injection
was measured. Other procedures were similar to those previously described.
This animal model was also used to evaluate the glucose
homeostasis effect of GLUT1 inhibition in RYGB-
operated
OLETF rats. Hydrogel containing either a specific GLUT1 inhibitor (STF-31, 10 mg/kg; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, USA)
or PBS was implanted in the common limb (CL) during RYGB or
sham surgery. Rats were sacrificed 8 days after hydrogel implantation, and a similar protocol was performed as described above.

Total RNA sequencing

Immediately after autoradiography, the images were digitally
overlaid with a photograph of the intestinal specimens, and
samples of each limb that had either increased or decreased FDG
uptake were collected for total RNA sequencing. Corresponding
areas of the sham-operated intestine were also used as controls.
Total RNA was isolated using RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen,
Germantown, Maryland, USA) following the manufacturer’s
instructions. Total RNA integrity was assessed using an Agilent
Technologies 2100 Bioanalyzer based on the RNA integrity
number value. Total RNA sequencing libraries were prepared
using an Illumina TruSeq Stranded Total RNA Sample prep kit
with Ribo-zero Human/Mouse/Rat, following the manufacturer’s instructions. After qPCR using SYBR Green PCR Master
Mix (Applied Biosystems, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA),
libraries were combined such that index-tagged samples were
represented in AREG equimolar amounts within the pool.

Cell culture

The IEC-18 cell line was obtained from the Seoul National
University Hospital Cell Line Bank (Seoul, Republic of Korea).
Cells were treated with AREG or vehicle for 24 hours for gamma
count analysis and flow cytometry.

In vitro 14C-glucose uptake assay

IEC-18 cells were treated with AREG or vehicle for 24 hours
before the in vitro assays. The cells were then incubated in
0–50 mM glucose spiked with 14C-glucose (0.5 µCi, specific
activity: 300 µCi/mmol) for 10 min. Cells were then washed,
lysed and beta-counted using liquid scintillation analyser.

Crypt isolation and culture for organoid studies

The small intestines of C57BL/6J mice were harvested. The fat
and villi were removed and the samples were incubated at 24°C
for 15 min to isolate the crypts. After passing the crypt suspension through a cell strainer and centrifugation, 50–200 crypts
were suspended in 25 µL of Matrigel (#356231; BD, Franklin
Lakes, New Jersey, USA).

GLUT1 surface staining

To examine surface GLUT1 expression, IEC-18 cells and mouse
intestinal organoids were incubated either with AREG (100 ng/
mL) or PBS for 1 hour and stained with a fluorochrome (PE)-
conjugated GLUT1 antibody (1:50; NB110-
39113PE) for
1 hour. Cells were analysed using a FACSVERSE instrument
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(BD Biosciences, San Jose, California, USA) and FlowJo (BD
Biosciences).

Evaluation of the glucose homeostatic response to
pharmaceutically administered AREG in animal models

Four-week-old male DIO C57BL/6J mice were used to evaluate
the systemic effects of AREG treatment. The HFD diet was
introduced for 20 weeks, mouse recombinant AREG protein or
PBS was injected intraperitoneally (100 µL/day, 4 weeks), and
the HFD was continued.
Sixteen-week-old C57B1/6J lep ob/ob male mice were used
to evaluate localised AREG treatment. Hydrogels containing
mouse recombinant AREG or PBS were implanted into the ileal
lumen of ob/ob mice for 1 week.
In both models, baseline OGTT was performed before AREG
treatment, and post-treatment OGTTs were performed before
euthanasia. Tissues and blood samples were collected and analysed using ELISA for hormonal changes, and immunohistochemistry (IHC) or western blot analysis was performed to evaluate
glycolysis-related signal transduction.

Histology and immunostaining

Intestinal tissues from the animal models were paraffin-
embedded and sectioned. Tissue sections (4 µm thick) were cut
from each block for either H&E staining or immunostaining
with the following antibodies: mouse anti-AREG, rabbit anti-
GLUT1, mouse anti-CD4. For IHC and mouse intestinal organoids, cells cultured on coverslips were washed with ice-cold PBS
and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde. The cells were then incubated with anti-GLUT1 and anti-PEPT-1 antibodies.

Analysis of clinical data of patients with gastrectomy

Medical charts of diabetic patients with gastric cancer who
underwent FDG PET/CT at 6–12 months after gastrectomy were
reviewed to evaluate relapse. Seventeen patients with tumor,
nodes, metastasis (TNM) stage Ia (AJCC seventh edition) gastric
cancer without any malignancies detected using postoperative
FDG PET/CT, and who had undergone no adjuvant chemotherapy within 3 months before FDG PET/CT were selected.
A reduction in serum HbA1c levels (≥1%) was correlated with
small intestinal FDG uptake on semiquantitative analysis. This
study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki and was approved by the institutional review board of
our hospital (4-2018-0595).

Statistical analysis

Data from the animal and in vitro studies were analysed using
Prism software V.4.0.0 (GraphPad, La Jolla, California, USA).
For clinical data, statistical analyses were performed using SPSS
V.25.0 for Windows (SPSS, Chicago, Illinois, USA). P<0.05 was
considered statistically significant.

RESULTS
Heterogeneous FDG biodistribution changes in the common
limb (CL) after RYGB

To determine the effects of RYGB on weight loss and metabolic alterations, RYGB and sham surgery was performed
on DIO OLETF rats. Thirty days after surgery, RYGB rats
exhibited lower body mass compared with that in sham-
operated OLETF rats (–14.7% vs +10.8%, respectively, %
reduction compared with preoperative weight). Area under
the curve (AUC) comparison of OGTT showed significantly
improved glucose tolerance (figure 1A). Absolute body weight
Kwon IG, et al. Gut 2020;0:1–10. doi:10.1136/gutjnl-2020-321402

(810.5±107.1 vs 611.8±70.33 g, p<0.01) and serum insulin
levels (3.78±1.12 ng/mL vs 1.14±0.70 ng/mL, p<0.01) were
also significantly low in the RYGB-operated rats (figure 1B,C).
No marked changes were observed in fasting plasma GLP-1
levels (8.17±10.78 pg/mL vs 62.79±56.85 pg/mL, ns, non-
significant, figure 1D). These findings were consistent with
the systemic improvements in glucose metabolism previously
reported in human patients following bariatric surgery, demonstrating model relevance.
To evaluate whether RYGB enhanced intestinal glucose uptake
and excretion into the intestinal lumen, we performed baseline
and post-surgical FDG µPET and washed the intestinal lumen
to detect excreted FDG. In RYGB rats, FDG uptake in the small
intestine was increased after surgery, whereas in sham-operated
rats, no difference in FDG uptake was observed (figure 1E and
online supplemental movie S1A, preoperative, S1B, post-RYGB).
Immediately after µPET, the GI tract was removed, and each
limb was washed with PBS to quantify excreted FDG. The post-
lavage fluid in the CL, alimentary limb (AL) and biliopancreatic
limbs (BPL) was combined and analysed for radioactivity. There
was significantly more FDG excreted in the RYGB-
operated
operated
rat intestinal lumen compared with that of sham-
rats (1.65±2.05 vs 0.31±0.11 percent injected dose (ID%),
p=0.028) (figure 1F, right bar graph). Multiple organs were also
removed and FDG uptake evaluation was performed to evaluate
systemic changes in glucose metabolism after RYGB operation.
Radiotracer tissue distribution analysis showed that FDG uptake
in the liver and muscle was lower in the RYGB-operated rats
compared with that in sham-operated rats (figure 1F, left bar
graph).
After intraluminal washing, FDG autoradiography was
performed in the post-washed small intestine to quantify FDG
uptake differences in each limb and to target areas of increased
glycolysis for RNA seq analysis. RYGB rats exhibited higher
operated rats
FDG uptake in the CL than that in the sham-
(figure 1G and online supplemental figure S1F). Quantification
analysis of these autoradiography images showed significantly
higher amounts of FDG in the intestinal tissue of CL and AL
compared with that in the corresponding sham intestine, and
this difference was higher in the CL compared with that in the
AL (figure 1H).
Because FDG is not a substrate for SGLT, we used 14C-glucose to evaluate glucose excretion in RYGB-operated SD rats.
Each limb was separately ligated to quantify the amount of
glucose excreted into each limb (online supplemental figure
S1A). There were higher amounts of 14C-glucose excretion in
the CL compared with that in the corresponding sham limb
(0.730±1.306 ID% vs 0.062±0.013 ID%, p<0.05, n=8 RYGB,
n=5 sham, online supplemental figure S1D,E). No difference
was observed in intestinal glucose excretion in the AL+BPL
compared with that in the corresponding limbs in the sham-
operated rats (FDG: 1.393±0.834 vs 1.312±1.035, 14C-glucose: 0.717±0.974 vs 0.208±0.125, online supplemental figure
S1D, E).
We obtained similar findings in patients with diabetes who
underwent FDG PET/CT 1 year after gastrectomy with the Roux-
en-Y anastomosis procedure for gastric cancer. FDG PET/CT
revealed a strong correlation between the reduction in HbA1c
(≥–1% vs <–1%) levels and increased FDG uptake in the small
intestine (total glycolysis, TG: 157.2±101.3 vs 63.2±102.3,
p=0.006, online supplemental table S1, figure 1I,J). HbA1c
improvement was dependent on intestinal glycolysis, and was
independent of weight loss (–8.3±9.8 vs –3.9±2.8, p=0.277) or
body mass index (BMI) changes. Together, these data suggested
3
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Figure 1 Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB) leads to sustained weight loss and improves glycaemic control. (A) Oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT)
data for sham-operated and RYGB-operated rats. RYGB-operated Otsuka Long-Evans Tokushima fatty (OLETF) rats exhibited better glucose tolerance
than sham-operated rats (n=6, analysis of variance (ANOVA) two-stage step-up method of Benjamini, Krieger and Yekutieli for multiple comparison
correction). (B–D) Mean body mass, fasting serum insulin and glucagon-like peptide-1 concentrations in sham-operated and RYGB-operated rats
(n=6, unpaired t-test). (E) Sequential µPET images before and after surgery in RYGB-operated or sham-operated rats. Colour bars indicate the range
of 0–300 kBq/cc. (F) Left graph: 2-Deoxy-2-[18F]-fluoro-D-glucose (FDG) biodistribution analysis in RYGB-operated and sham-operated rats revealing
higher FDG uptake in the intestine of RYGB-operated rats (0.50±0.24 vs 0.17±0.05, ID%/mg), and lower FDG uptake in the liver (0.16±0.03 vs
0.20±0.02, ID%/mg) and muscle (0.06±0.02 vs 0.08±0.01, ID%/mg) compared with those of sham-operated rats (RYGB n=8, sham n=5). Right graph:
Intestinal lumen phosphate buffered saline (PBS) washing analysis. Intestinal lumen PBS washings showed larger amount of FDG excretion in the
RYGB rats (1.65±2.05 vs 0.13±0.11, ID%, p<0.001). (G) Representative images of small intestinal FDG autoradiography of RYGB-operated and sham-
operated rats after PBS lavage. Areas of higher FDG accumulation are darker in colour. (H) The graph shows the quantitative analysis of FDG uptake
in the post-washing intestine tissue autography images. RYGB-operated limbs showed higher FDG uptake in the alimentary limb (AL) and common
limb (CL) compared with that in the corresponding sham intestine (AL: 0.36±0.11 vs 0.22±0.06, p=0.019; CL: 0.41±0.11 vs 0.19±0.06, p=0.002). (I,
J) Representative three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction FDG PET/CT images showing changes in intestinal secretion before and after gastrectomy.
(I) A 58-year-old man underwent gastrectomy for gastric cancer. The patient showed no change in hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) or serum glucose level.
Bowel glycolysis showed no significant change after gastrectomy. (J) A 69-year-old man underwent gastrectomy for gastric cancer. The HbA1c level
decreased by 1.3% after gastrectomy, and serum glucose was reduced to 160 mg/dL. Compared with preoperative PET/CT, postoperative images
showed that bowel glycolysis increased significantly after gastrectomy. 3D reconstruction images were generated using PMOD V.3.6 software (PMOD
Technologies, Zürich, Switzerland). All data are presented as mean±SD, *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 versus sham.
that RYGB induced sustained weight loss and improved
glycaemic control.

Altered CL AREG/EGFR/ GLUT1 signalling

To examine intestinal changes associated with whole-body metabolic improvements and increased FDG uptake in the CL, we
compared the metabolic gene expression in selected regions of
the CL with higher levels of FDG uptake (FDG [+]) or basal
levels (FDG [–]) using RNA sequencing. Corresponding regions
in sham-operated rats were included as additional controls. In
accordance with previous findings,7 genes involved in glucose
metabolism and cholesterol biosynthesis were upregulated in the
AL and FDG (+) CL, but not in the BPL (online supplemental
figure S2). Consistent with previous studies,8 9 we confirmed
that genes upregulated in AL were upregulated in CL as well
4

(online supplemental figure S2). However, when we focused
on the FDG uptake patterns (low FDG uptake in sham, low
FDG uptake in AL, high FDG uptake in AL), we found a corresponding sequential increase in RNA gene expression patterns
only in the CL, not in the AL (online supplemental figure S2).
Based on the RNA-seq analysis, we assessed the pathway analysis
and found that the gene sets related to the epidermal growth
factor receptor (EGFR) signalling cascade were significantly
upregulated (figure 2A). Of the EGFR ligands, only AREG
showed a sequential increase in signalling correlating to FDG
uptake increase patterns (sham ileum, CL FDG(–), CL FDG(+)).
When we factored in FDG uptake patterns (low FDG uptake in
sham, low FDG uptake in AL/CL, high FDG uptake in AL/CL),
we found a sequential increase in RNA gene expression patterns
only in the CL, and not in the AL (online supplemental figure
Kwon IG, et al. Gut 2020;0:1–10. doi:10.1136/gutjnl-2020-321402
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Figure 2 AREG/EGFR signalling is altered in Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB)-operated rats. (A) Pathway analysis of gene set enriched in the RYGB-
operated common limb (CL) (+). (B) Expression of amphiregulin (AREG) and glucose transporter 1 (GLUT1) in the duodenum, jejunum and ileum of
RYGB-operated rats and corresponding limbs of sham-operated rats. The fold change was calculated based on the corresponding sham-operated
bowel (jejunum for the CL, duodenum for the biliopancreatic limbs (BPL) and ileum for the CL). (C) AREG protein expression in the ileum of RYGB-
operated and sham-operated rats. Expression levels were normalised to that of β-actin. The number denotes the rat number and (–) or (+) denotes
2-deoxy-2-[18F]-fluoro-D-glucose (FDG) negativity or positivity of individual rats. (D) Immunoblots of the ileum obtained from sham-operated and
RYGB-operated rats 4 weeks after surgery. Expression levels were normalised to that of the reference protein β-actin. The number denotes the rat
number and (–) or (+) denotes FDG negativity or positivity of individual rats. (E) Surface proteins showing that endogenous GLUT1 increases its
membrane (normalised against Na+/K+ ATPase) abundance in RYGB-operated rats 4 weeks after surgery. Representative images of AREG (F) and
GLUT1 (G) immunostaining in the CL of RYGB-operated and the equivalent region of sham-operated rats 4 weeks postoperative. (H) Representative
images of AREG (H) and GLUT1 (I) immunostaining in the human ileum of RYGB-operated and surgery-naïve patients. Data are presented as
mean±SD (n=6). *p<0.05 versus (–) of each limb; **p<0.01 vs sham.
S3). This led us to target the CL. Therefore, we surmised that
AREG is the dominant EGFR ligand that increases CL glucose
metabolism (online supplemental figure S3).
Next, we analysed AREG expression in each limb of the
RYGB-operated rats and the corresponding regions in the sham-
operated rats. Based on reverse transcription PCR (RT-
PCR)
analysis, AREG expression was 4.9-
fold higher in the FDG
(+) CL of RYGB-operated rats than in that of sham rats, and
was 4.0-fold higher than that in the FDG (−) CL of RYGB rats
(figure 2B). Western blotting indicated that AREG protein levels
were higher in the FDG (+) CL than in the FDG (−) CL and the
ileum of sham rats (figure 2C, online supplemental figure S5),
which was confirmed using IHC staining (figure 2F).
Furthermore, downstream signals of AREG and EGFR/mTOR/
protein kinase B (AKT) pathways were more active in FDG (+)
CL regions of RYGB-operated rats than in FDG (–) CL regions
of RYGB-operated rats and the intestines of sham-operated rats,
suggesting an increase in anabolic activity and increased glucose
utilisation in FDG (+) regions following RYGB (figure 2D). We
then evaluated membrane localised GLUT1 expression in the
CL limb, and found that membrane-bound GLUT1 expression
Kwon IG, et al. Gut 2020;0:1–10. doi:10.1136/gutjnl-2020-321402

was higher in RYGB-operated rats than in the sham-operated
rats and was the highest in the FDG (+) CL (figure 2E). This
pattern was also observed in IHC staining and RT-
PCR for
AREG and GLUT1, as progressively stronger staining was seen
in the FDG (+) CL compared with that in the FDG (–) CL and
sham-operated rats (figure 2B, F and G). Considering that AREG
positive cells were identified in lamina propria of villi, which
revealed a large number of lymphocytes in this site (data not
shown), further IHC studies were performed. Cells positive for
CD4 IHC staining in the lamina propria of villi colocalised with
AREG and CD4 on immunofluorescence staining were identified. These results suggested that AREG correlated or originated
from activated T helper 2 cells (online supplemental figure S4A,
B).
These findings were confirmed usingimmunohistochemistry
(IHC) staining of autopsy specimens obtained from the National
Forensic Service. The staining for AREG was negative in the
mucosa of surgery-naïve patients, but exhibited strong immunoreactivity in the blood vessel within the lamina propria of
the ileal mucosa in RYGB-treated patients (figure 2H). In line
with the findings in the animal studies, GLUT1 staining also
5
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Figure 3 Amphiregulin (AREG) increases glucose uptake and secretion in an ileum cell line through EGFR-mediated glucose transporter 1 (GLUT1)
expression and trafficking. (A) Immunoblots of IEC-18 cells treated with gefitinib (1 µM), AREG (50 ng/mL) or both for 6 hours. Expression levels
were normalised to that of β-actin. (B) Immunoblots of lysates of IEC-18 cells treated with 0, 50 or 100 ng/mL AREG for 24 hours. GLUT1 expression
was normalised to that of β-actin. (C, D) Effect of AREG or AREG+Gefitinib treatment on membrane GLUT1 localisation in (C) IEC-18 cells and
(D) organoids using flow cytometry. Left graph: representative images of the fluorescent labelling of GLUT1 on the cell surface. Right bar graph:
GLUT1 localisation to the plasma membrane (unpaired t-test analysis). (E) Immunofluorescence staining of GLUT1 and PEPT-1 in untreated (NT)
and AREG (100 ng/mL)-treated and gefitinib (1 µM)-treated organoids. Immunofluorescence staining of GLUT1 (CY3, Red), PEPT-1 (FITC, green) and
membrane colocalisation (merged, yellow). Basolateral side (BL) and apical side (AP). The white bar indicates 50 µm and the red bar indicates 5 µm.
(F) Immunoblots of cytoplasm (Cyto) and plasma membrane (Mem) lysates of organoids. GAPDH served as a loading control of Cyto protein and
Na+/K+ ATPase served as a loading control of Mem protein. (G) comparison of 14C-glucose uptake in AREG and non-treated (NT) IEC-18 cell lines.
Higher glucose concentrations resulted in increased 14C-glucose uptake, with higher levels in AREG-treated cells compared with that in the NT cells.
AREG-induced increased 14C-glucose uptake is mitigated after STF-31 administration (two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), post hoc Tukey multiple
comparison test). (H) Cross-sectional graph of 14C-glucose uptake in physiologically relevant high glucose concentrations (10 mM). Overall reduction
of 14C-glucose uptake after STF-31 and phlorizin treatment in both AREG and NT IEC-18 cell lines. AREG-induced increased 14C-glucose uptake is
mitigated after STF-31 administration, but in phlorizin treatment, AREG showed higher 14C-glucose uptake compared with NT (unpaired t-test). (All
data are presented as mean±SD, ns, not significant, *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001.)
revealed increased immunoreactivity in the cytoplasmic and
luminal membrane in RYGB patients, whereas immunoreactivity
was weak in surgery-naïve patients. (figure 2I). Together, these
results showed that glucose excretion in rats and in humans in
the CL may increase through activation of the AREG/EGFR/
GLUT1 pathway after RYGB.

AREG enhances glucose uptake and secretion in polarised
intestinal cells through EGFR/GLUT1 signalling

Next, we investigated whether exogenously administered AREG
would induce GLUT1 expression and in turn regulate glucose
uptake in IEC-18 normal ileal rat cells. On treatment with AREG,
protein expression changes in IEC-18 cells were similar to those
observed in the FDG (+) CL in vivo. AREG treatment-induced
EGFR and AKT phosphorylation (figure 3A) and upregulated
6

GLUT1 in a dose-dependent manner (figure 3B). GLUT1 induction through EGFR signalling was prevented after treatment
with the EGFR blocker, gefitinib (figure 3A). To evaluate the
functional capacity of GLUT1, we performed flow cytometry
analysis of surface GLUT1 staining. After AREG treatment,
both mouse intestinal organoids and IEC-18 cells showed an
increase in surface GLUT1 expression (IEC-18: 166±15.1% vs
100±6.8%; organoids: 118.1±5.7% vs 100.0%, figure 3C,D).
induced GLUT1 upregulation and translocation were
AREG-
inhibited by gefitinib (IEC-18: AREG vs AREG+Gefitinib:
166±15.1% vs 107.9±8.2%; organoids: 118.1±5.7% vs
87±7.2%, figure 3C,D). Organoids were co-stained for PETP1,
an apical marker,10 to identify the apical membrane. In intestinal
organoids treated with AREG, GLUT1 migrated to and colocalised with PEPT1 (figure 3E). Importantly, cytoplasmic GLUT1
Kwon IG, et al. Gut 2020;0:1–10. doi:10.1136/gutjnl-2020-321402
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migrated not only to the basolateral surface but also to the apical
membrane (figure 3E). In AREG-treated intestinal organoids,
the cytoplasmic and membrane proteins were separated, and
GLUT1, GLUT2 and SGLT1 expression changes were evaluated using western blot and RT-qPCR. There were no significant changes in GLUT2 and SGLT1 expression levels; however,
GLUT1 overexpression was observed in both the cytosol and
the membrane (figure 3F). Real-time PCR also showed similar
results, as only the GLUT1 expression level was increased after
AREG treatment, and this effect was reduced after gefitinib
treatment (online supplemental figure S6).
To evaluate the effect of AREG on glucose uptake, in vitro
14
C-
glucose incubation studies were performed using various
glucose concentrations. 14C-
glucose uptake was significantly
higher in AREG-treated than in non-treated (NT) IEC-18 cells
(figure 3G). This contribution of AREG to glucose uptake was
offset when we incubated AREG cells with STF-1, a GLUT1-
specific inhibitor (figure 3H). In contrast, treatment with the
SGLT inhibitor phlorizin showed that AREG-treated cells had
significantly higher amounts of glucose transported compared
with that of NT cells (0.72±0.23 vs 0.44±0.11, p<0.05,
figure 3H). These findings indicated that higher extracellular
glucose concentrations result in GLUT1 membrane translocation; AREG-treated IEC-18 cells, exhibiting elevated intracellular GLUT1 expression, had a higher influx of glucose.

RYGB-induced hyperglycaemia improvement is reduced on
local administration of GLUT1 inhibitor in the CL of the ileum

We evaluated the functional effect of GLUT1 upregulation
on serum glucose normalisation after RYGB. The GLUT1

inhibitor STF-31 was locally administered into the CL of DIO
rats during RYGB surgery using a hydrogel11 12 to continuously
inhibit GLUT1 function (figure 4A). Eight days after surgery, the
improvement in RYGB-induced hyperglycaemic was decreased
in both GLUT1 inhibitor-treated and NT RYGB rats compared
operated rats, with significantly lower
with that in sham-
improvement in glucose control in inhibitor-treated RYGB rats
than in NT RYGB rats (figure 4B). Autoradiography revealed
significantly lower FDG uptake in the CL of GLUT1 inhibitor-
treated RYGB rats than in that of NT RYGB rats (figure 4C),
which was confirmed using quantitative analysis (figure 4D).
Together, these findings confirmed the pivotal role of GLUT1 as
a conduit for serum glucose excretion into the intestinal lumen.

Exogenous supplementation of ileum-specific AREG mimics
RYGB-mediated glycaemic control

To confirm the effects of AREG on glucose excretion from the
serum into the small intestinal lumen, we delivered AREG locally
into the ileum using hydrogel, which has been previously shown
to release peptides in a sustained manner.12 AREG-treated mice
showed a bowel hypertrophy phenotype similar to that observed
after bariatric surgery, with significant improvements in serum
glucose levels (figure 5A,B). A two-way ANOVA was used to
post) on
examine the effect of drugs (AREG) and time (pre-
OGTT changes. There was a significant interaction between the
effects of drug and time on OGTT levels (p=0.0048). Simple
main effects analysis showed that both drug (p=0.0197) and
time (p=0.0008) were significantly associated with AUC value.
Importantly, we found that GLUT1 was upregulated in the intestines of AREG-treated mice (figure 5C and online supplemental

Figure 4 Blunted improvement of hyperglycaemic by local administration of glucose transporter 1 (GLUT1) inhibitor in the common limb (CL).
(A) Representative H&E-stained slides of hydrogel retention in the common ileum (arrow) (n=4). (B) Oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) data for
GLUT1 inhibitor (STF-31)-treated and vehicle-treated Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB)-operated and sham-operated rats. Both RYGB groups showed
significant improvement in glucose tolerance compared with that in the sham+vehicle group. This improvement in glucose tolerance was significantly
reduced in the RYGB+STF-31 group compared with that in the RYGB+vehicle group (n=4, analysis of variance (ANOVA) two-stage step-up method
of Benjamini, Krieger and Yekutieli for multiple comparison correction). (C) Post-washing 2-deoxy-2-[18F]-fluoro-D-glucose (FDG) autoradiography of
sham-operated, vehicle-treated and STF-31-treated RYGB bowel specimens. The white box denotes lower FDG in the STF-31-treated CL than that of
the vehicle-treated CL. Numbers 1, 2, 3 on autoradiography denote FDG exposure from 100 µL of blood from each rat. (D) FDG autoradiography of the
relative radiotracer amount in each surgical limb after washing. The STF-31-treated CL shows significantly lower FDG uptake than the vehicle-treated
CL (unpaired t-test). The sham-operated ileum was used for comparison. All data are presented as mean±SD.
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Figure 5 Ileum-localised or systemic amphiregulin (AREG) administration in vivo pharmacologically mimics Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB)
glycaemic control. Ileum-localised treatment with vehicle or AREG (10 µg) in ob/ob mice. (A) Oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) of AREG-treated mice
showed improvement in oral glucose tolerance (n=5). (B) H&E staining of the ob/ob mouse ileum. Note persistent intraluminal hydrogel after 1 week
of administration. (C) GLUT1 immunostaining in the ileum of ob/ob mice transplanted with vehicle-containing or AREG-containing hydrogel. (D) serum
AREG, (E) GLP-1, (F) and insulin concentrations at the time of sacrifice revealed no significant difference between vehicle-treated and AREG hydrogel-
treated mice (n=5). (G) OGTT of vehicle-treated and AREG-treated (10 µg, intraperitoneally injected) diet-induced obesity (DIO) mice. AREG-treated
mice exhibited better glucose tolerance. (H) Serum AREG levels, (I) GLP-1 and (J) insulin concentrations in vehicle-treated and AREG-treated DIO
mice (n=4). (K) Immunoblots of ileal lysates obtained from vehicle-treated or AREG-treated DIO mice. Expression levels were normalised to that of
β-actin. (L) Representative images of GLUT1 immunostaining of the ileum and colon from vehicle-treated and AREG-treated DIO mice (n=4). *p<0.05;
**p<0.01; ***p<0.001.

figure S7). Locally administered AREG-
treated mice did not
exhibit significant changes in systemic concentrations of AREG,
GLP-1 or insulin (figure 5D–F). We also confirmed that hydrogel
treatment did not affect intestinal transit (online supplemental
figure S8).
Lastly, experiments with systemic AREG-treated DIO mice
confirmed these results. Similar to the results obtained with
hydrogel, daily AREG administration (figure 5H) for 1 month
improved hyperglycaemic and glucose intolerance (figure 5G)
without significant changes in fasting serum GLP-1 and insulin
levels (figure 5I,J). A two-way ANOVA was used to examine the
effect of the drug (AREG) and time (pre-post) on OGTT. Simple
main effects analysis showed that the drug (p=0.0299) was
significantly associated with AUC; however, the time was not
(p=0.0737). There was no significant interaction between the
effects of drug and time on OGTT level (p=0.3190). AREG treatment significantly increased the expression of GLUT1 (vehicle:
8

1.00±0.26 vs AREG: 1.65±0.14) in the ileum, whereas GLUT2
expression showed no significant difference (vehicle: 1.0±0.5 vs
AREG: 1.76±1.2, figure 5K). Furthermore, IHC confirmed
GLUT1 upregulation in the ileal epithelium of AREG-treated
mice (figure 5L). Together, these results indicated that pharmacologically administered AREG can generate, at least in part, an
RYGB surgery-like phenotype in surgery-naïve obese or diabetic
rodent models via GLUT1 expression and sequestration.

DISCUSSION
This study revealed that in rats and humans, bariatric surgery
resulted in AREG-
stimulated EGFR-
mediated GLUT1 overexpression in the CL intestinal epithelium, suggesting a novel
mechanism underlying the excretion of serum glucose into the
intestinal lumen. Previous studies reported changes in glucose-
related transporters, including SGLT and GLUT, after surgery
Kwon IG, et al. Gut 2020;0:1–10. doi:10.1136/gutjnl-2020-321402
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or diabetes induction in mice.8 13–17 In particular, using FDG,
Saeidi et al8 found that the intestine is a major glucose depository. We expanded on this hypothesis by demonstrating that
AREG induction not only causes bowel hypertrophy, but also
inadvertently causes serum glucose to excrete into the intestinal
lumen via GLUT1.
Our results contribute to the existing literature on the role
of glucose intestinal excretion in the context of RYGB and
the potential clinical application of this mechanism in glucose
control. We suggest that the intestinal growth phenotype stimulated from AREG activation (originating or contributed by T
helper 2 cells) results in GLUT1 overexpression in the apical and
basolateral membrane, possibly to provide enterocytes with the
needed glucose for intestinal hypertrophy. However, as GLUT1
is a bilateral transporter, GLUT1 overexpression results in more
serum glucose to reflux into the intestinal lumen, as the overall
glucose gradient nearly always favours serum to lumen excretion18; hence, there is a need for an active transporter such as
SGLT transporter to transport lumen glucose into the enterocyte.19 20 The overall dynamics of this glucose flux is captured in
the autoradiograph analysis results, as the increased availability
of glucose in the enterocytes is observed in the post-washing
autoradiography, and the collected glucose (in the form of FDG
or 14C-glucose) in the intestinal washings reveals the increased
amount of serum glucose excreted into the intestinal lumen.
Furthermore, the functional importance of GLUT1 overexpression in glucose control was shown (figure 4), as intraluminal
GLUT1 inhibition in RYGB rats reduced the extent of RYGB-
induced glucose homeostasis improvement.
Although our study is the first, to the best of our knowledge,
to report serum glucose excretion into the intestinal lumen in
RYGB rats and in patients, this phenomenon has been previously described in surgery-
naïve rodents and humans.21–23
Regarding RYGB-induced changes, our results are in contrast
to other studies,19 24 which have reported increased SGLT1 or
GLUT in the AL after RYGB. We suggest that this discrepancy
may be explained in that we used autoradiography to specifically
pinpoint areas of increased glycolysis. Considering the heterogeneous glycolysis patterns and differential GLUT1 expression
within the same limb, random sampling of the limb may result in
the reported discrepancies.
It is well known that GLUT1 is induced through the activation
of EGFR signalling in cancers and physiological processes.25–27
The growth phenotype induced by the EGFR pathway may have
contributed to the increase in villous size and the formation of
intestinal crypts in the rats after RYGB in this study (data not
shown) and in other animal studies.8 13 28 Considering that AREG
is involved in proliferative physiological functions, including
intestinal tissue protection and repair, acute liver injury and
regeneration, and fat metabolism,29 30 we hypothesised that
AREG induction could be the initial physiological response
to small intestinal shortening on bariatric surgery. This potentially explains why diabetes may recur a few years after bariatric
surgery, as after the initial AREG-induced growth phenotype
and subsequent glucose excretion into the intestinal lumen, once
achieving sufficient intestinal mucosal growth, AREG expression
may be ‘switched off ’, causing glucose excretion into the lumen
to cease.
Our results indicate that AREG is upregulated in areas of
increased FDG uptake in the CL of RYGB rats and exogenous
supplementation of AREG into surgery-
naïve mice improves
glucose homeostasis, although to a lesser extent, similar to
RYGB surgery. Although EGFR is basolaterally located, local
AREG administration should stimulate EGFR, as studies have
Kwon IG, et al. Gut 2020;0:1–10. doi:10.1136/gutjnl-2020-321402

shown that breast milk contains EGF that stimulates intestine
growth in newborns and in rodent studies.31–33
Although we showed that AREG administration mimics
RYGB-
induced glucose homeostasis effects, AREG may be
correlated with cancer,34 and although the overall risk for cancer
does not increase after bariatric surgery,35 36 further studies are
needed to evaluate the safety of using AREG. Additionally, alternative targets should be evaluated, especially GLUT2, which has
been reported in the apical membrane in diabetic mice, may also
contribute to intestinal glucose excretion.37 In addition, a more
robust study isolating the contributions of each limb with glucose
homeostasis improvement is needed, as other studies have
shown that glucose metabolism is increased in the AL. Another
limitation of our study is that we used human specimens and
clinical data of patients who underwent RYGB gastrectomy and
not bariatric surgery. Finally, assessing the correlation between
glycaemia reduction and recovery of faecal 13C-glucose in post-
RYGB patients would be helpful in evaluating the contribution
of intestinal glucose excretion in glucose homeostasis against
the known changes in systemic hormone levels and metabolism
changes in multiple systemic organs.
In conclusion, this study revealed that AREG expression is
induced in the CL after metabolic surgery, resulting in serum
glucose excretion into the intestinal lumen via EGFR-mediated
GLUT1 overexpression. This novel mechanism may partially
account for rapid hyperglycaemic amelioration after metabolic
surgery and potentially provides novel insights into the development of antidiabetic and weight loss medication.
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